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We present the ground state phase diagram of q = 1/2 quantum-rotor chains with competing
interactions (frustration) calculated through cluster variational mean field approaches. We consider
two interaction patterns, named F1 and F2 models, between the quantum-rotor momentum and
position operators, which follow exchange patterns of known one-dimensional spin-1/2 systems with
a ferrimagnetic state in their phase diagrams. The spin-1/2 F1 model is known as the diamond chain
and is related to the azurite compound, while the spin-1/2 F2 model was recently shown to present
a frustration-induced condensation of magnons. We provide a detailed comparison between the
quantum-rotor phase diagrams, in single- and multi-site mean-field approaches, and known results
for the spin-1/2 models, including exact diagonalization and density matrix renormalization group
data for these systems, as well as phase diagrams of the associated classical models.
PACS numbers: 75.10.Pq, 75.10.Jm, 75.30.Kz, 75.40.Mg
I. INTRODUCTION
The connection between O(n) quantum-rotor (QR)
and spin models on d-dimensional lattices has proved
very useful in the context of phase transitions1,2.
About three decades ago, Hamer, Kogut and Susskind3
mapped two-dimensional O(n) Heisenberg models
(n = 2, 3 and 4) onto the corresponding [(1+1) spatial
and time dimensions] nonlinear-sigma or QR models.
The critical behavior was then inferred using strong-
coupling expansion (high-temperature, g = kT/J →∞,
where J is the spin coupling): a Kosterlitz-Thouless tran-
sition for the O(2) model and a prediction of critical
points at zero coupling (Pade´ continued) for both O(3)
and O(4) models. On the other hand, by mapping O(3)
antiferromagnetic (AF) Heisenberg chains onto nonlin-
ear sigma models in the semiclassical weak-coupling limit
(g = 2/S, S →∞), Haldane4 suggested that the ground
state (GS) of chains with integral spins are gapped, while
those with half-integral spins are gapless. Moreover,
Shankar and Read5 precisely clarified the distinction be-
tween gapped AF spin models, characterized by the θ
= 0 mod 2π topological term, and gapless models for
which θ = π mod 2π, including the connection of the lat-
ter with a Laplacian minimally coupled to the monopole
potential6. Following the above developments, Sachdev
and Senthil2,7 have presented a quite general mean-field
and renormalization-group analysis of quantum phase
transitions in magnets with the aid of generalized QR
models. In particular, they showed that, under certain
conditions, one can establish a mapping of double-layer
antiferromagnets onto quantum rotors which sheds intu-
itive light on the way in which a QR can be used as an
effective representation of a pair of antiferromagnetically
coupled spins. Still in this context, a single-site MF ap-
proximation was used to study an effective Hamiltonian
for spin-one bosons in an optical lattice in the presence of
a magnetic field8 . Further, a QR description of the Mott-
insulator transition in the Bose-Hubbard model within a
functional-integral approach has also been elaborated in
order to include particle number fluctuation effects9.
In this work we focus our attention on the study of the
GS phase diagram of generalized quantum rotors on the
frustrated AB2 chain, which is depicted in Fig. 1. The
quantum rotors at each site are constrained, through suf-
ficiently high values of the coupling g (and the coupling α
of the quartic term in the angular momentum), to mostly
retain states with the minimum value of the angular mo-
mentum, i.e., ℓ = 1/2, as the frustration parameter J
is varied, thus enabling us to make a direct comparison
with the corresponding quantum spin-1/2 AB2 chains.
We analyze two types of frustration, as illustrated in
Fig. 1, and try to interpret the derived phase diagrams in
light of the ones of previous works on frustrated quantum
spin-1/2 chains with the AB2 topology
10–15. Instead of
attempting to formalize a specific (and probably rather
complex) mapping between the rotor and the spin mod-
els, we have opted to treat the rotor chain numerically
by using a cluster variational MF theory, supplemented
with exact diagonalization (ED) via Lanczos algorithm16
and density matrix renormalization group (DMRG)17 of
finite-size spin-1/2 chains.
With respect to spin systems, as a motivation on
the experimental side, the compound azurite18 has
been successfully explained by the distorted diamond
chain model14, i.e., a system with three spin-1/2 mag-
netic sites per unit cell and frustrated ferrimagnetic
state. Also, along with the study on the effect of
frustration10–15, for J = 0 this class of models shares
its phenomenology and unit-cell topology with quasi-
one-dimensional compounds, such as the line of trimer
clusters present in copper phosphates19 and the organic
ferrimagnet PNNBNO20. The modeling of the ferri-
magnetic phase21 has been mainly undertaken in the
context of other models such as Hubbard22, t − J23,
Ising24, classical24 and quantum Heisenberg25, includ-
ing magnetic excitations26,27, and the quantum spheri-
cal model28. The occurrence of new phases induced by
2hole-doping of the electronic band29 has also been carried
out.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section
we describe our QR model and numerical methods, and
include in Appendix A a derivation of the matrix ele-
ments of the operators acting on the single-site Hilbert
space represented by monopole harmonics. In Sec. III
we use single-site variational MF theory to study the
rotor models, for the two frustration cases, and discuss
the shortcomings of this semiclassical approach. Then in
Sec. IV we adopt a multi-site (two-unit cell) variational
MF Hamiltonian, which provides a substantial improve-
ment on the treatment of quantum fluctuation effects,
particularly in connection with the case of frustrated in-
teraction between quantum rotors on B sites at the same
unit cell. Here we treat the respective spin-1/2 systems
by making use of ED and DMRG techniques in order to
pave the way for a direct comparison between rotors and
spins. Finally we report our conclusions in Sec. V.
II. OUTLINE OF THE THEORY AND
METHODS
Quantum rotors can be classified according to their
minimum angular momentum6,7: rotors with q = 0 have
zero minimum angular momentum, which can be made
to correspond to an even number of Heisenberg spins in
an underlying spin model. On the other hand, we also
have rotors with q 6= 0, where q is chosen to have one
of the values: 1/2, 1, 3/2, ..., as will be briefly clarified
below. This is an extension of the former case, and quan-
tum rotors with half-integer values of q are duly suited to
refer to an odd number of underlying spins-1/2 (at least
one spin remains unpaired). We shall focus on q = 1/2-
quantum rotors in view of the stated objective of com-
paring our results with those for the referred chains of
spin-1/2 operators.
The three-component unit vector (operator)
nˆ = (nˆx, nˆy, nˆz), with nˆ
2 = 1, describes the configura-
tion space (n space) of a rotor, while Lˆ = (Lˆx, Lˆy, Lˆz)
stands for the canonically conjugate angular momenta.
Setting ~ ≡ 1, these quantities obey the commutation
relations (operators at different sites commute):
[Lˆµ, Lˆν ] = iǫµνλLˆλ,
[Lˆµ, nˆν ] = iǫµνλnˆλ,
[nˆµ, nˆν ] = 0, (1)
where the Greek letters stand for the Cartesian compo-
nents x, y, z (summation over repeated indices is sub-
tended and ǫµνλ is the Levi-Civita tensor) and
Lˆµ = −ǫµνλnˆν
[
i
∂
∂nˆλ
+ qAλ(nˆµ)
]
− qnˆµ, (2)
which incorporates the effect of a Dirac monopole at the
origin of n space, whose vector potential may be conve-
niently chosen to satisfy
ǫµνλ∂Aλ/∂nˆν = nˆµ. (3)
The appropriate Hilbert space is made up of angu-
lar section states for which the following are true6:
Lˆ2|q, l,m >= l(l+1)|q, l,m >; Lˆz|q, l,m >= m|q, l,m >;
and the usual ladder operators (Lˆ± = Lˆx ± iLˆy) satisfy
Lˆ±|q, l,m >=
√
(l ∓m)(l ±m+ 1)|q, l,m ± 1 >. Here
l = q, q + 1, q + 2, . . ., and m = −l,−l + 1, . . . , l. The
|q, l,m > are the eigensections, also called monopole har-
monics. An important constraint follows immediately
from Eq.(2):
nˆ · Lˆ = −q. (4)
Thus, following Ref. 7, we shall consider the quite
general frustrated O(3) QR Hamiltonian:
HˆR =
g
2
∑
i
[(Lˆ2i + α(Lˆ
2
i )
2)] +
∑
<ij>
[nˆi · nˆj + Lˆi · Lˆj +M(nˆi · Lˆj + nˆj · Lˆi)] +
∑
(i,j)∈F1orF2
[J(nˆi · nˆj + Lˆi · Lˆj) +M(nˆi · Lˆj + nˆj · Lˆi)], (5)
where g and α are positive local couplings, i.e., associ-
ated with rotors at each site i of the AB2 chain (the
quartic term appears with the main objective of control-
ling contributions of high-energy states); in the second
summation, < ij > indexes nearest-neighbor couplings
between rotors on distinct sublattices which, except for
M , are all set to unity (see Fig. 1); in the third sum-
mation (i, j) indexes nearest-neighbor couplings between
rotors on the same sublattice which, except forM , are set
to J(≥ 0). Here we shall study two frustration patterns,
namely, F1 and F2. In F1 only frustrated interactions (J
and M) between rotors at B sites of the same unit cell
are present, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a), whereas for F2 we
consider all nearest-neighbor intra- and intercell interac-
tions, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). In order to isolate the
effect of the coupling M in the two above-referred cases,
we take either M = 0 or M = 1.
Before going on to the approaches described in Sec. III
and Sec. IV, we emphasize the following features about
the stability of the numerical implementations carried out
in this work.
In our simulations we have verified that we could work
safely with a minimally reduced Hilbert space if the val-
ues of g and α were set sufficiently large. In fact, the
Hilbert space size and the value of g and α determine
the stability of our problem: for small space sizes (e.g.,
ℓ = 3/2) and small values of g and α (e.g., g = α = 0.1),
the system becomes completely unstable due to contri-
butions of high-energy terms which cause the system to
fluctuate beyond control. On the other hand, by choos-
ing a small space size (ℓ = 3/2), but a sufficiently large
value of g, the system behaves quite stably. Therefore,
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Illustration of the QR chains with three
rotors per unit cell i : Ai, B2i−1, and B2i. Full lines indicate
antiferromagnetic exchange couplings (J1 ≡ 1) which give rise
to the ferrimagnetic GS, while dashed lines represent exchange
couplings (J ≥ 0) which frustrate the magnetic order: (a)
frustration pattern F1 and (b) frustration pattern F2.
in this work we shall use small space size, i.e., ℓ = 3/2,
associated with a large value of g, in order to make com-
putations feasible and a close contact with spin-1/2 mod-
els.
We then start off by treating HˆR by means of a varia-
tional MF theory based on the Bogoliubov theorem30,31.
Thus, the variational expression of the MF energy at
T = 0 satisfies the inequality:
Emf ≤ E0+ < HˆR − Hˆtrial >0, (6)
where E0 is the GS energy of the trial Hamiltonian - here
denoted by Hˆtrial - and the expectation value is taken
with respect to its GS wavefunction. Eq. (6) is then
minimized with respect to its variational parameters: for
chosen values of the frustration control parameter (J),
minimization is carried out numerically through diago-
nalization of Hˆtrial by way of the Lanczos algorithm
16,
and then deploying a simplex procedure32.
For trial Hamiltonians we use both single-site and
multi-site Hamiltonians, as described in Sec. III and
Sec. IV, respectively.
III. QUANTUM ROTORS ON THE AB2 CHAIN:
SINGLE-SITE VARIATIONAL MEAN-FIELD
APPROACH ON THE UNIT CELL
As a first and straightforward application of the afore-
mentioned variational MF theory, we postulate the fol-
lowing trial Hamiltonian, acting on one unit cell:
Hˆtrial =
g
2
∑
i
[(Lˆ2i + α(Lˆ
2
i )
2) +Ni · nˆi + hi · Lˆi], (7)
where h = (hx, hy, hz) and N = (Nx, Ny, Nz) are the
variational c-number fields and the subscript i goes over
the sites A1, B1, and B2.
The GS wavefunction of Hˆtrial and energy are given by
|Ψ0 >= |Ψ0 >A1 |Ψ0 >B1 |Ψ0 >B2 and E0 =
∑
iE0i =
E0A1 +E0B1 +E0B2 , where E0i = E0i(g, α;Ni, hi) repre-
sents the GS energy of the respective wavefunction, such
that for any pair of operators Xˆi, Xˆj , with i 6= j:
< Ψ0|Xˆi · Xˆj |Ψ0 >=< Xˆi >0 · < Xˆj >0, (8)
We then get, for frustration F1, the Bogoliubov inequality
for the unit cell: E
(F1)
mf ≤ E1 + E2 + E3, where the Eν
read:
E1 =
∑
i
E0i −
∑
i
(Ni· < nˆi >0 +hi· < Lˆi >0);
E2 = 2
∑
i>j,j=A1
[< nˆi >0 · < nˆj >0 + < Lˆi >0 · < Lˆj >0
+M(< nˆi >0 · < Lˆj >0 + < nˆj >0 · < Lˆi >0)];
and
E3 = J(< nˆB1 >0 · < nˆB2 >0 + < LˆB1 >0 · < LˆB2 >0)+
M(< nˆB1 >0 · < LˆB2 >0 + < nˆB2 >0 · < LˆB1 >0);
the index i (j) visits the sites of the unit cell, with the
convention: A1 < B1 < B2. For frustration F2, a fourth
term must be added to the Bogoliubov inequality:
E4 = 2
∑
i
[J < nˆi >0 · < nˆi >0 + < Lˆi >0 · < Lˆi >0 +
M(< nˆi >0 · < Lˆi >0 + < nˆi >0 · < Lˆi >0)].
The MF energy – best evaluation of E
(F1)
mf ≡
E
(F1)
mf (g, α, J) or E
(F2)
mf ≡ E
(F2)
mf (g, α, J) – is then ob-
tained by performing the minimization with respect to
variations of the fields Ni and hi.
To produce the results of this section, it sufficed to
set g = α = 10 and a space size determined by trun-
cating the Hilbert space at ℓ = 3/2. Further, we have
focused only on those quantities that suffice to afford
the relevant information needed for the proper interpre-
tation of the problem at this level, i. e., the two-point
MF momentum products, defined here through the prod-
ucts < Lˆi > · < Lˆj >, where i 6= j runs over the sites of
the unit cell, and the MF energy. We thereby leave out
the position- and momentum-position products, for they
are redundant. This is due to the fact that Lˆµ and nˆµ
have the same signature under all allowed symmetries
for q≥ 0, and so their expectation values turn out to be
proportional to each other on a given site7.
We then proceed to discuss the results in Fig. 2
(frustration F1) and Fig. 3 (frustration F2), which
reveal some salient features. Firstly, we veri-
fied that < Lˆi >
2= 0.25, with i = A1, B1, B2, in-
dependent of J . The momentum products show
that, in all cases, the system starts out with a
magnetization plateau: < LˆB1 > · < LˆB2 >= 0.25 and
< LˆA1 > · < LˆB1,2 >= −0.25, which corresponds to the
Lieb-Mattis33 phase of the analogous spin-1/2 system,
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Frustration F1. Two-point MF mo-
mentum products [(a) M ≡ 0, (c) M ≡ 1] between the indi-
cated rotors and MF energy curve [(b) M ≡ 0, (d) M ≡ 1],
where we have drawn straight (full) lines to show that at J = 1
the system steers away from the linear regime that prevails
for J ≤ 1 and so a phase transition takes place. Full and
dashed lines in (a) and (c) indicate the results of the classical
vector model. Dashed lines in (b) and (d) are guides to the
eye.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Frustration F2. Same as in Fig. 2.
before undergoing a phase transition at J = 1. This tran-
sition is of second order (M ≡ 0), as shown in Fig. 2 (a)
and Fig. 3 (a), and of first order (M ≡ 1), as shown in
Fig. 2 (c) and Fig. 3 (c).
In the first case (M ≡ 0), the system evolves con-
tinually (with the MF energy curve - Fig. 2 (b) and
Fig. 3 (b) - smooth at the point J = 1) to a stable
phase where the momenta at A and B sites become un-
correlated, i.e., < LˆA1 > · < LˆB1,2 >≈ 0, while the mo-
menta at B sites tend to directly oppose each other
with increasing J , forming a singlet-like configuration:
< LˆB1 > · < LˆB2 >≈ −0.25, for J ≫ 1.
In the second case (M ≡ 1), the transition takes place
B1
L
n
B2
L
B2
An 1
LA 1
x
y
θ/2θ/2
n
B1
FIG. 4. (Color online) Classical vector configuration. The
angle θ is the unique order parameter.
quite abruptly, having undoubtedly first-order character-
istics, and the system immediately accommodates into
the stable singlet-like phase that we have just referred
to. The MF energy curves of these first-order transitions
at J = 1 are shown in Fig. 2 (d) and Fig. 3 (d), where
we notice that the cusp in the latter is less pronounced.
We notice further, that the products between the mo-
menta at A and B sites display quite sizable fluctuations
around < LˆA1 > · < LˆB1,2 >≈ 0, as seen in Fig. 2 (c)
and Fig. 3 (c) (M 6= 0), and in lesser degree in Fig. 3 (a)
for frustration F2 and M = 0. The corresponding wide
points occur pairwise and fairly symmetrically with re-
spect to classical curves (see below) that represent the
decoupling of the momenta at A and B sites, leaving the
MF energy practically unaltered. In fact, with increasing
J , the system becomes more prone to wandering through
near-degenerate states, which give rise to these off points.
The phase, for J ≫ 1, with A sites uncoupled and B
sites with opposing momenta in a singlet-like configura-
tion is much like the dimer-monomer phase of the work by
Takano, Kubo, and Sakamoto10. We perceive, however,
that important features in between those J extremes of
the phase diagram do not appear by way of this naive
single-site MF theory.
We now notice, through Eq. (8), that with the rotor
momenta being fixed at ℓ = 1/2, we have< Li >
2= 0.25,
for all sites i, independent of J , and so all products can
only vary between the extremes -0.25 and 0.25. There-
fore, through this MF approach, we are led to envision
the momenta on the unit cell of the AB2 chain as clas-
sical vectors of constant magnitude, such as represented
in Fig. 4. We can thus provide a simple interpretation
based on this configuration of classical vectors on the xy
plane (akin to the xy-model). We then build our en-
ergy function for the configuration in Fig. 4 (α ≡ 0) on
a symmetric unit of the AB2 chain centered on the A
site. The classical constraints may be set as |LAl | =
|LB1 | = |LB2 | ≡ 1/2 and |nAl | = |nB1 | = |nB2 | ≡ n
(we take n constant, which is about true for small ℓ,
as verified in the simulations, and whose value must
5be read off from the plots). We start off with the en-
ergy function for the frustration F1 , taking into ac-
count the cases M = 0 and M = 1. So, for each
case, up to a constant independent of θ: E(M=0)(θ) =
−2(1 + 4n2) cos θ2 +
J
2 (1 + 4n
2) cos θ and E(M=1)(θ) =
−2(1−4n+4n2) cos θ2−2n cos θ+
J
2 (1+4n
2) cos θ. Upon
imposing the minimization conditions (relative to the
unique parameter θ), we obtain: (i) for J < 1 we have
θ = 0, which holds for both M = 0 and M = 1; (ii)
for J > 1, we have θ 6= 0, which in turn implies that
J = 1
cos θ
2
, for M = 0, while J =
(1−2n)2+4n cos θ
2
(1+4n2) cos θ
2
, for
M = 1. The momentum products are accordingly given
by: for J < 1, LA1 ·LB1,2 = −0.25 and LB1 ·LB2 = +0.25,
for both M = 0 and M = 1. For J> 1,
LA1 · LB1,2 = −
1
4J
,
LB1 · LB2 =
1
2J2
−
1
4
, M = 0; (9)
LA1 · LB1,2 = −
1
4
(
(1− 2n)2
J(1 + 4n2)− 4n
),
LB1 · LB2 =
1
4
(
2(1− 2n)4
[J(1 + 4n2)− 4n]
2−1), M = 1. (10)
With respect to frustration F2, our present MF ap-
proach can only “sense” a repetition of the configuration
of Fig. 4, in that we get additional terms to the energy
functions above that are independent of θ (and therefore
vanish upon minimization), implying the same results for
the dot products.
This classical description fully accounts for the mo-
mentum products in both frustration types for M = 0,
including the nature of the phase transition at J = 1,
as seen in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 3(a) through the matching
fitting of the points of the numerical implementation for
the rotors; for M = 1, this interpretation confirms the
first-order transition at J = 1 and offers hints at the
expected behavior of these momentum products, were it
not for the off points, as can be seen in the diagrams
of Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 3(c). In Eq. (10) we have used
n = 0.34, that can be read off from plots of < nˆ2 >,
which were not explicitly presented in this work.
In the following section we try a more elaborate MF
technique on a double-cell structure, as a way to cir-
cumvent Eq. (8), as well as to get a direct evaluation
of the intercell two-point correlations. For simplicity, we
restrict ourselves to M = 0.
IV. QUANTUM ROTORS ON THE AB2 CHAIN:
DOUBLE-CELL VARIATIONAL MEAN-FIELD
APPROACH
Differently from the approach presented in Sec. III,
we build our trial Hamiltonian acting on the global space
formed by the six sites of the double-cell structure made
up of two contiguous unit cells, such as showed in Fig. 1,
i.e., we build one six-site trial Hamiltonian acting, say,
on the sites A1, A2, B1, B2, B3, and B4. In order to
achieve that, we assigned to each site its own local vector
subspace, and we then constructed our global space by
forming the tensor product of these subspaces in one cho-
sen order. In order to simplify the equations below, when
necessary, the local operator acting on the QR located at
site A1, for instance, was denoted by XˆA1 , which may
refer to either operator Lˆ or operator nˆ.
We now write down the trial Hamiltonian acting on a
given double-cell structure for frustration F1:
Hˆtrial = Hˆ
(1)
trial + Hˆ
(2)
trial + Hˆ
(3)
trial. (11)
The first term (the kinetic energy term plus effective
fields) is given by
Hˆ
(1)
trial =
g
2
∑
i
[(Lˆi)
2+α((Lˆi)
2)2+Ni · nˆi+hi · Lˆi], (12)
where the index i goes over the sites A1, A2, B1, B2, B3,
and B4; Ni and hi being the effective fields (variational
c-numbers) due to the rest of the system (which plays the
role of a bath), and acting on each site i of the double-cell
cluster. The next term (first neighbors or bonds) reads
Hˆ
(2)
trial =
∑
Xˆ=nˆ,Lˆ
[(XˆA1 + XˆA2) · (XˆB1 + XˆB2)
+XˆA2 · (XˆB3 + XˆB4)], (13)
while the last one (frustration interaction) is written as
Hˆ
(3)
trial = J
∑
Xˆ=nˆ,Lˆ
[(XˆB1 · XˆB2) + (XˆB3 · XˆB4)], (14)
where in the first term we opted to use explicit operators.
For frustration F2, the following term (intercell frus-
tration interaction) must be added to Eq. (11):
Hˆ
(4)
trial = J
∑
Xˆ=nˆ,Lˆ
[(XˆA1 · XˆA2 + XˆB1 · XˆB3 + XˆB2 · XˆB4)].
(15)
The direct application of Eq. (6) yields for frustration
F1 the following expression for the double-cell variational
MF energy E
(F1)
mf ≡ E
(F1)
mf (g, α, J), where the equals sign
implies that minimization with respect to the variational
fields has already been carried out:
E
(F1)
mf = E0 +
∑
Xˆ=nˆ,Lˆ
< XˆA1 >0 ·(< XˆB3 >0 + < XˆB4 >0)
−
∑
i
(Ni · nˆi + hi · Lˆi), (16)
where, E0 represents the GS energy of Hˆtrial and, as
before, the index i visits the sites A1, A2, B1, B2, B3,
and B4.
6For frustration F2, we get analogously E
(F2)
mf =
E
(F2)
mf (g, α, J):
E
(F2)
mf = E0 +
∑
Xˆ=nˆ,Lˆ
< XˆA1 > ·(< XˆB3 > + < XˆB4 >)
+2J
∑
Xˆ=nˆ,Lˆ
(< XˆA1 > · < XˆA2 > +
< XˆB1 > · < XˆB3 > + < XˆB2 > · < XˆB4 >)
−
∑
i
(Ni · nˆi + hi · Lˆi). (17)
Now, a given eigenfunction of Hˆtrial may not neces-
sarily be a tensor product of the eigenfunctions of the
respective site subspaces as was the case in Sec. III, so
that, for example,
< Ψ0|XˆA1 ·XˆB2 |Ψ0 > 6=< Ψ0|XˆA1 |Ψ0 > · < Ψ0|XˆB2 |Ψ0 >,
(18)
where |Ψ0 > designates the GS wavefunction of Htrial.
This is an important aspect in our approach, which dif-
fers from the standard MF result given by Eq. (8). Thus,
in principle, taking advantage of the available capability
of diagonalizing more complex operators (trial Hamilto-
nians), we can produce more reliable cluster variational
MF theories.
The dimension of the global space is d6, where d is the
dimension of the local subspace, so due to computational
implementability, this fact prompted us to limit the size
of the Hilbert space by deploying rotors with maximum
ℓ = 3/2 .
An observation about the value of g is in order. In our
approach, for frustration F1, when we had set g = 10
as in the preceding section, we verified that the momen-
tum correlation < LˆA1 · LˆA2 > remains pegged at 0.25,
even after the transition at J = 2, which turns out not
to be true (see below). Therefore, in this section, we
resorted to a higher value of g (g = 1000), which inhib-
ited more strongly the appearance of disturbing states;
however one should notice that if much greater values of
g are employed, the kinetic energy becomes overwhelm-
ingly dominant, so that small changes in the correlations
tend to go unnoticed.
As before, we concentrated on the relevant quanti-
ties that can provide the information needed for the
physical interpretation of the problem: namely, the
mean-field energy, the expectation value of the total
angular momentum, and the momentum correlations.
The expectation value of the total angular momentum
per unit cell was calculated according to the formula
| < L > |2 = 1/2
∑
µ < L
2
µ >, where Lµ (µ = x, y, z) is
the respective resultant component (component sum over
all the six sites of the double-cell structure).
(a) (c)(b)
DIMER−MONOMERTETRAMER−DIMERFERRIMAGNETISM
FIG. 5. (Color online) Illustration of the ground-states found
for the spin-1/2 diamond chain10 as J is increased from 0. (a)
The ferrimagnetic (FERRI) state. (b) The tetramer-dimer
(TD) state, where rectangles represent singlet tetramers and
ellipses singlet dimers. (c) The dimer-monomer (DM) state.
There are two first-order phase transitions: at J = 0.909
(FERRI/TD) and J = 2 (TD/DM).
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Spin-1/2 diamond chain: ED results
for the correlation functions between spins at a central cluster
of a system with 28 sites. Dashed lines are guides to the eye.
A. Frustration F1
In order to facilitate comparison between QR results
and those for the spin-1/2 counterpart with the same
type of frustration, we present in Fig. 5 the phases ob-
tained for the spin-1/2 diamond chain10. The Lieb-
Mattis33 ferrimagnetic phase (FERRI) appears when J <
0.909 (J is also used to indicate the frustration control
parameter for the spin system). In the tetramer-dimer
(TD) phase, which ensues when 0.909 < J < 2, the
state is precisely the regular array of singlet tetramers
(the closed loop encompasses four spins, in which the B
sites form a triplet pair, and the spins on the A sites op-
pose those on the B sites, so that zero total spin takes
place), and singlet dimers (two spins within the ellipti-
cal contour) as shown in Fig. 5 (b). Finally, the dimer-
monomer (DM) state is shown in Fig. 5 (c) and sets in
when J > 2; it is composed of the regular array of sin-
glet dimers and free spins, and vanishing total spin is
also expected. Because of the free spins, the DM state is
macroscopically 2N/3-fold degenerate for a chain with N
sites. Furthermore, both transitions are of first order11.
In order to allow a direct comparison with our MF
results for quantum rotors, we have solved the spin-1/2
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Spin-1/2 diamond chain: ED results
for the (a) average ground-state energy and (b) rescaled total
spin of a system with 28 sites. Phase transitions occur at
J = 0.88 and J = 2.0, both of first order. Dashed lines are
guides to the eye.
diamond chain (AB2 chain with frustration between spins
at sites B of the same unit cell) for sizes up to 28 sites,
using the Lanczos ED procedure with open boundary
conditions. The results are displayed as follows: the rele-
vant correlations are represented by the curves plotted in
Fig. 6; in Fig. 7 (a) and (b) we plotted respectively the
energy and total-spin curves (normalized by the Lieb-
Mattis value33).
Examination of the correlation plots show clear
correspondence with the phases exhibited in Fig. 5.
The phase FERRI is characterized by the following
correlations: < SˆB1 · SˆB2 >=< SˆB3 · SˆB4 >= 0.25,
< SˆB1 · SˆB3 >= 0.21, < SˆA1 · SˆA2 >= 0.18,
< SˆA1 · SˆB3 >= −0.15, < SˆA1 · SˆB1 >= −0.36.
The total spin per unit cell in Fig. 7 (b) shows the
Lieb-Mattis value of 0.5 throughout. The transition to
the intermediate phase TD then occurs at J = 0.88,
very close to the estimated value for the infinite chain10:
J = 0.909. We note that in this phase the chain breaks
up into smaller units - tetramers and dimers - and
quantum fluctuations within each unit do not affect the
spin correlations. Hence the correlations are just those
calculated for the TD configuration of spins in Fig. 5 (b):
< SˆA1 · SˆA2 >=< SˆB1 · SˆB2 >= 0.25 (triplets),
< SˆB3 · SˆB4 >= −0.75 (singlets), < SˆA1 · SˆB1 >= −0.5,
the other correlations being zero. With increasing J
though, quantum fluctuations become strong enough to
disrupt the tetramer unit and a new phase transition to
DM phase happens at J = 2, this point being indepen-
dent of size because of the chain breakup. In this phase
correlation < SˆA1 · SˆA2 > has varying nonzero values
and does not vanish, as expected in the thermodynamic
limit, due to finite size effects. On the other hand, the B
spins, which are interlocked in singlet units, are totally
unaffected. This phase, depicted in Fig. 5 (c), shows
the final chain breakup as the tetramer gives way to two
monomer units and another dimer, clearly indicated by
the correlations in Fig. 6 (J ≥ 2). The energy curve
in Fig. 7 (a) exhibits cusps at the transition points,
typical of a first-order nature, also verified through the
discontinuities of the correlations at these points. The
total spin per unit cell in Fig. 7 (b) corroborates the
above phase description; however in the last phase the
apparent nonzero value is a finite-size effect.
Finally, getting down to the QR AB2 chain, we dis-
play our variational MF numerical results in Fig. 8 (mo-
mentum correlations) and Fig. 9 (energy and total an-
gular momentum) and we proceed to a comparative ex-
amination with respect to the preceding spin results. A
blow-by-blow confrontation of the correlations in both
Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 shows that the double-cell variational
MF approach is able to reproduce the three phases ex-
hibited in Ref. 10, namely, the FERRI, TD, and DM
phases. In the FERRI phase, quantum fluctuations ap-
pear to be equally important, causing the same corre-
lations to deviate somewhat from calculated results for
stiff momenta. A closer examination shows that, up
to two decimal digits, we have same correlations for
< LˆB1 · LˆB2 >=< LˆB3 · LˆB4 >= 0.25, but slightly
different correlations, namely: < LˆA1 · LˆA2 >= 0.22,
< LˆA1 · LˆB1 >= 0.46, < LˆA1 · LˆB3 >= 0.20, and <
LˆB1 · LˆB3 >= 0.22, for the rotor system, which should be
compared with< SˆA1 ·SˆA2 >= 0.18,< SˆA1 ·SˆB1 >= 0.36,
< SˆA1 · SˆB3 >= 0.16, and < SˆB1 · SˆB3 >= 0.21, for the
spin system. Phase transitions occur at J = 0.68 and
J = 2, evidently of first order; in the first transition we
have a lesser value (J = 0.68) than the Lanczos result
for the 28-site spin-1/2 chain (J = 0.88), and that of
Ref. 10 (J = 0.909). The momentum and spin correla-
tions match one another, respectively, in both phases: in
the DM phase, correlation < LˆA1 · LˆA2 > shows also an
erratic behavior similar to its spin counterpart, in other
words, finite size effects are also at play. The minor dif-
ferences in correlations in the FERRI phase, as well as in
the first transition point do not constitute a fundamen-
tal discrepancy between the respective phase diagrams,
which are endowed with the same topological features. In
Fig. 9 (a) the cusps in the mean-field energy at J = 0.68
and J = 2 also bespeak the occurrence of these first-
order transitions. Comparing the total momentum in
Fig. 9 (b) with the total spin in Fig. 7 (b), we observe
similar results for the Lanczos predictions for the spin
model, including finite-size effects in the last phase.
It is instructing to study the QR system regarding the
average singlet density per unit cell of the B momenta12,
which in our case (double-cell cluster) is calculated di-
rectly using
< η >=
1
4
−
1
2
(< LˆB1 · LˆB2 > + < LˆB3 · LˆB4 >), (19)
and which is displayed in Fig. 10. These results permit
a direct comparison with the phase diagram of Fig. 5, as
far as the buildup of singlet pairs out of B momenta is
concerned. As is the case for spins, size effects are not
important here, so that one perceives that the number of
singlets is very clearly a quantized quantity within each
phase.
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FIG. 8. (Color online) QR momentum correlations calculated
by using the double-cell variational MF approach for frustra-
tion F1. One notices the phase sequence FERRI↔TD↔DM,
with first-order transitions at J = 0.68 and J = 2. Dashed
lines are guides to the eye.
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Quantum rotors by using the double-
cell variational MF results for frustration F1: (a) the energy
plot (E0 = 1962) shows cusps at the first-order transition
points J = 0.68 and J = 2.0; (b) expectation value of the total
angular momentum per unit cell. Dashed lines are guides to
the eye.
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Quantum rotors with frustration F1:
average singlet density per unit cell for the momenta of the
B sites at the same unit cell. One can make out the three
phases: FERRI, TD, and DM, as well as pertinent transitions.
Dashed lines are guides to the eye.
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FIG. 11. (Color online) QR momentum correlations calcu-
lated by using the double-cell variational MF approach for
frustration F2. One can distinguish three major phases:
FERRI, CANTED, and the decoupled AF chain ladder sys-
tem, with transitions occurring around J = 0.35 and J =
0.75. Dashed lines are guides to the eye.
B. Frustration F2
Before getting down to quantum rotors, we describe
succinctly existent results12 for the spin-1/2 AB2 chain
with the same frustration F2 pattern. The rich phase di-
agram of the model was studied through DMRG, exact
diagonalization, and a hard-core boson model. The phase
diagram thus obtained presented three transition points.
The first one is continuous and occurs at J = 0.34 be-
tween the Lieb-Mattis ferrimagnetic phase (F1) and a fer-
rimagnetic phase (F2) characterized by the condensation
of the singlet component of spins at sites B1 and B2 of
the same unit cell, with transverse critical antiferromag-
netic correlations. At J = 0.445, a first-order transition
to a phase characterized by spiral and predominantly AF
correlations (singlet spiral) takes place. The number of
singlets in the lattice is quantized before this transition,
but is a continuous quantity afterwards, and can be envi-
sioned by measuring the singlet density. Further, a con-
tinuous chain-ladder decoupling transition at J = 0.91 is
observed. Above this value, the A spins present critical
AF correlations following the asymptotic behavior ob-
served in a linear chain, with power-law decay, while the
ladder of B spins are short-range correlated with a finite
correlation length, whose value is J-dependent, and nears
the two-legged-ladder configuration (decoupled chain lad-
der).
As far as quantum rotors are concerned, the exami-
nation of the momentum correlations in Fig. 11 reveals
that the system starts out with the FERRI phase which
is the counterpart of phase F1 of the spin system stud-
ied in Ref. 12. The double-cell variational MF energy
plotted in Fig. 12 (a) exhibits a pattern quite similar to
that of frustration F1, shown in Fig. 7 (a). But resort-
ing to Fig. 11 with the help of Fig. 12 (b) (total aver-
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Quantum rotors by using the double-
cell variational MF results for frustration F2: (a) energy and
(b) expectation value of the total angular momentum per unit
cell. The inset shows details of the phase transition around
J = 0.35. Dashed lines are guides to the eye.
age momentum per unit cell), we can clear up the pic-
ture: in fact, at J = 0.34 its reasonable to think that a
second-order transition takes place giving rise to a nar-
row transient phase that corresponds to the phase F2
(condensation of singlet components of spins at sites B
of the same unit cell) for spin system and is best visual-
ized through the inset in the latter figure, which shows
the behavior of the total angular momentum. In this
phase the momenta of the A sites keep their ferromag-
netic configuration (< LˆA1 · LˆA2 >= 0.25) while the B
momenta conform to a magnetic canted configuration. A
first-order transition follows at J ≈ 0.36 to a new state
that should correspond to the phase singlet spiral of the
respective spin system. With respect to the momenta at
the A sites, the ferromagnetic configuration also prevails
in this phase. The total angular momentum of the A
sublattice exactly counterbalances that of the B sublat-
tice, so that, as it happens for the spin system, a van-
ishing expectation value of the total angular momentum
(spin) per unit cell occurs. Furthermore, upon inspect-
ing the B correlations Fig. 11, this phase appears here to
have also a semiclassical canted configuration, hence the
name CANTED that we use to designate this QR phase
together with the previous one. In the same manner for
the spin system12, the additional intercell interactions
produce nonquantized values of the B momenta (see, for
example, correlation < LˆB1 · LˆB3 >). The nonquanti-
zation verified in the spin system, which is a coherent
superposition of singlet and triplet configurations, may
rather be seen as manifestation of the symmetry-breaking
of the invariance of the Hamiltonian under interchange
of the B sites in the same cell brought about by the ad-
ditional frustration. This is also clearly verified in the
QR system. In the absence of the additional frustration,
as is the the case for frustration F1 (Fig. 1 (a)), this
symmetry stays unscathed, so that there is no singlet-
triplet superposition: we have either a singlet or a triplet
configuration per cell, but never both simultaneously,
which was already the case for both spin and QR sys-
tems. Finally, as seen in Fig. 11, at J = 0.75, quantum
fluctuations bring the sudden decoupling of the chain
(a) (c)(b)
CANTED AF−LADDER + AF−CHAINFERRIMAGNETISM
FIG. 13. (Color online) Illustration of the major QR ground
states for frustration F2: (a) FERRI; (b) CANTED; (c) AF,
which is composed of two decoupled 1D systems: a linear
chain (A sites) and the two-legged ladder (B sites).
through another phase transition with first-order char-
acteristics (in the spin system the transition is second-
order), and the system settles into an antiferromagnetic
(AF) phase, also marked by a vanishing expectation value
of the total angular momentum per unit cell, as shown in
Fig. 12 (b). In this phase the frustrated AB2 chain splits
into two decoupled chains, namely, an AF linear chain
(< LˆA1 · LˆA2 >= −0.75) and an AF two-legged ladder
(< LˆB1 · LˆB2 >=< LˆB1 · LˆB3 >=< LˆB1 · LˆB3 >= −0.5
and < LˆB1 ·LˆB4 >= 0.25); the decoupling is seen through
< LˆA1 · LˆB3,4 >
∼= 0. In Fig. 13, we show a pictorial
representation of the the three major phases FERRI,
CANTED and AF. With respect to this AF phase, our
QR simulations evidently shed no light onto the critical-
ity and short-rangedness of the linear and two-legged lad-
der chains, respectively. This phase corresponds to the
decoupled chain-ladder system, which in turn has a van-
ishing total spin. The first-order transition at J = 0.75
may rather be seen as a manifestation of finite-size effects
of our two-cell approach: the absence of many interme-
diate states preclude a smooth transition.
The average singlet density for this frustration pattern
is shown in Fig. 14: the singlet number is quantized (ex-
cept for the narrow interval around J = 0.36, until the
frustration reaches the value J = 0.75, wherefrom the sin-
glet number goes on nonquantized. We see that the QR
system exhibits a four-phase pattern quite similar to that
of the respective spin system, with the nature of all but
the last phase transitions being similar in both systems.
With respect to singlet quantization, we find agreement
in the first and last phases (where singlet densities 0 and
0.7 are observed); in the intermediate phases no match
is observed and again we impute this naturally to finite
size effects of our two-cell approach, which hinder a dis-
crete one-by-one singlet condensation. Also, because of
the additional intercell frustration, it was not possible to
form isolated singlet configurations as was the case for
frustration F1.
In what follows, we provide a more detailed compari-
son between QR MF results and the spin-1/2 chain, in
its quantum and classical versions. The phase diagram
initially described of the spin-1/2 chain from Ref. 12
is summarized in Fig. 15 (a). The spiral phase can be
exposed in a clear fashion through the pitch angle q ob-
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FIG. 14. (Color online) Quantum rotors with frustration F2:
average singlet density per unit cell for the momentum corre-
lations at B sites along the same rung of the ladder.
tained from the magnetic structure factor defined as
F (q) =
1
2Nc
∑
j,k
< Sˆj · Sˆk > e
iq(j−k), (20)
with q = 2πn/(2Nc), for n = 0, 1, 2, . . .2Nc − 1, and
Sj = A(j+1)/2, if j is odd, while Sj = B1,j/2 + B2,j/2,
if j is even, and here we are labeling the sites in a more
convenient way: A1, B1l, and B2l just denote the sites
A1, B1, and B2 of the lth unit cell. In the Lieb-Mattis
phase the ferrimagnetic order is indicated by a sharp peak
at q = π (a period-2 configuration); while in the decou-
pled phase, in which a period-4 structure is observed (see
Fig. 13), there is a peak at q = π/2. These two situa-
tions are magnetic configurations commensurate with the
lattice, while the spiral phase is indicated by a peak at
a value of q between q = π/2 and q = π. In Fig. 15 (a)
we display the behavior of q as a function of J for finite
systems calculated through ED and DMRG. Finite size
effects lead to a little shift in the transition point from
the spiral phase to the decoupled phase, even though q
can be clearly used to mark the spiral phase.
Motivated by these results, we consider the classical
model in the space spanned by two parameters (in ap-
proach of Sec. III, one single parameter sufficed to ex-
plain the results): a canting angle θ between the B mo-
menta at the same cell and the pitch angle q between the
A momentum and the sum of the B momenta, associated
with the spiral order. The classical fields are accordingly
written as:
Al = cos[q(2l − 1)]x+ sin[q(2l − 1)]z;
B1l = cos(θ) cos(2ql)x+ sin(θ)(−1)
ly
+cos(θ) sin(2ql)z, and
B2l = cos(θ) cos(2ql)x+ sin(θ)(−1)
l+1y
+cos(θ) sin(2ql)z, (21)
with |Al| = |B1l| = |B2l| ≡ 1, while x,y and z
are orthogonal unit vectors in the three-dimensional
space. Substituting these fields in the classical version
of the Hamiltonian, Eq. (5), we get the energy function
E(q, θ) ∼ 4cosq cos θ+ J(cos 2θ+cos 2q+2cos2θ cos 2q−
2sin2θ) and minimizing this function with respect to q
and θ, we find that cos(θ) = 1 and cos(q) = π for 0 < J <
(1/3), which is the classical version of the Lieb-Mattis
phase found for 0 < J < 0.34 in the quantum Hamilto-
nian, for both quantum rotors (FERRI phase) and spin
system (Phase F1 of Ref. 12). For (1/3) < J < 1 we
obtain
cos(θ) =
√
1− J
2J
; (22)
cos(q) = − cos(θ), (23)
which may be seen as the classical version of the
CANTED phase (0.34 . J . 0.75) and of the spiral
phase (0.445 . J . 0.91) found in Ref. 12. This phase
holds some similarities with the second phase observed
for the quantum rotors in the first single-site approach
of Sec. III. Finally, for J > 1 the three chains are an-
tiferromagnetically ordered with the B momenta lying
in the y direction and the A momenta ordered in the z
direction, which is the classical analog of the decoupled
phase observed for J > 0.75 for the quantum rotors and
for J > 0.91 for the spin system12. Such phase does
not exist in the single-site approach: it is only obtained
asymptotically (J → ∞). Therefore, the classical solu-
tion presents two critical points: Jc1,classical = 1/3 and
Jc2,classical = 1, and the transitions remain second order.
Also, the first-order transition at J = 0.36 (Jt ≈ 0.445,
for the spin systems) is not observed in the classical
model. In fact, in the F2 phase
12 (0.34 . J . 0.445)
the number of singlets is quantized and the spiral peak is
absent, while in the classical model the two orders coex-
ist for Jc1,classical < J < Jc2,classical. This classical result
is also indicated in Fig. 15 (a).
In Fig. 15 (b), we present the results of this classical
interpretation for the momentum correlations. A direct
relationship with Fig. 11 can be established: we have
the classical counterparts of the FERRI phase (J ≤ 1/3)
and the AF phase (J ≥ 1); the CANTED phase is but
a gradual continuous transition between the FERRI and
AF phases. Further, the decoupling transition in the clas-
sical model is clearly observed at J = 1 through the dot
products indicated in the figure. Finally, we notice that
when this classical approach is applied to frustration F1,
the minimum energy configuration obtained is the same
as that derived through the first classical model discussed
in Sec. III.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In dealing with quantum rotors placed at the sites of
an AB2 chain we resorted to a cluster variational MF
theory implemented via two distinct approaches, which
yielded different results. First, we learned that the size of
the Hilbert space could be considerably reduced without
affecting results, with the proviso that the rotor states
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FIG. 15. (Color online) (a) Pitch angle for the quantum spin-
1/2 model calculated through ED, DMRG, and for the mini-
mum energy configuration of the classical vector model with
two order parameters: q (pitch angle) and θ (canting angle).
The transition points estimated in Ref. 12 are indicated. (b)
Momentum dot products (i = 1, 2, and l denotes the unit cell)
in the minimum energy configuration of the classical vector
model.
should be kept possibly nearest (ℓ = 1/2)-momentum
states. That was attained by increasing the importance
of the kinetic energy term in the Hamiltonian (by set-
ting relatively high values of the coupling g), whenever
needed. This was a most important fact for the compu-
tations in multiple-cell clusters in the second approach.
In the first approach the natural single-site MF theory
was developed. A two-phase pattern was produced with
the phase transition between them being of second order
for M = 0 and of first order for M = 1. For J ≤ 1,
the Lieb-Mattis-like phase typical in the spin-1/2 system
arose, and for J ≫ 1, we observed the decoupling of the
system where the momenta on the A sites tend to become
uncorrelated with the momenta on the B sites, which in
turn formed singlet-like pairs, while the decoupling of
the A sites was a salient feature laid bare by this ap-
proach, much like the dimer-monomer phase in Ref. 12.
A classical interpretation was laid down that conformed
to our QR numerical findings, inclusively showing how
the fixed coupling momentum-position turns the second-
order transition into a first-order one, when M = 1.
However, we were not able to provide a reasonable quan-
tum picture that could relate to the known behavior of
the corresponding quantum AB2 chain. Furthermore,
treated this way the system was not able to essentially
tell apart frustration F1 from frustration F2 and this
alone constituted a major setback. So, all this was a
reminder that the main goal of our work still remained
to be achieved.
In our last step, we then improved the former approach
by producing a cluster (double-cell) variational MF the-
ory in which the trial Hamiltonian acts on the space
composed of the tensor product of the respective local
subspaces of the six sites at two neighboring unit cells.
The gist of this theory stands on the important fact that
it allows the construction of the two-point correlations
< Xˆi · Yˆj > between any pairs of operators acting on
sites i, j of the cluster. This afforded us the observation
of quantum features inherent in the system, as well as
to distinguish between both frustrations F1 and F2. For
the construction of this more complex “system”, we re-
lied on the availability of processing capacity to carry out
the numerical implementation.
For frustration F1, besides the QR numerical simula-
tion, we carried out ED on the spin-1/2 diamond chain
using a system with 28 sites and calculated the correla-
tion functions between spin at a central cluster, as well
as other relevant physical quantities. Upon confronting
with the QR results, we verified that the QR phase di-
agrams obtained through numerical implementation of
the double-cell MF variational approach exhibited a se-
quence of phases analogous to those of the spin chains,
with phase transitions of the same nature. We therefore
produced the FERRI-TD-DM phase sequence, with first
order transitions, which is in essence the phase diagram
of Ref. 10. The transition point FERRI-TD at J = 0.68
is somewhat displaced, but the transition point TD-DM
at J = 2 was exactly calculated by our approach.
For frustration F2, we obtained a phase diagram in
good agreement with the results of Ref. 12 on the re-
spective spin-1/2 chains, endowed with the equivalent
frustration pattern: FERRI, CANTED, and AF which
are associated with the phases F1, F2/Spiral Singlet, and
decoupled ladder chain, respectively, of the spin model.
Notwithstanding, the criticality of the A spins correla-
tions manifests itself here as an AF magnetic ordering
due to finite-size effects. For the same reason, we can
not probe the short-rangedness of the correlation func-
tions between B momenta. We also produced ED as well
as DMRG results that helped us to visualize the spiral
phase in the spin system, and derived an insightful clas-
sical interpretation.
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Appendix A: The Basis of Monopole Harmonics
States
In this appendix we provide the derivation of the ma-
trix elements in the monopole harmonics basis repre-
sentation for the nˆ operator, for any value of q. This
derivation was done straightforwardly based solely on the
definitions6 and the properties of the Jacobi polynomi-
als. Thus the following recurrence relations of the Jacobi
polynomials34 can be established, valid for all q:
l
[
(l +m+ 1)(l −m+ 1)(l + q + 1)(l − q + 1)
(2l + 3)(l +m)(l −m)
]1/2
Yq,l+1,m(θ, φ) =
[l(l + 1) cos θ + 2mq]
[
2l + 1
(l +m)(l −m)
]1/2
Yq,l,m(θ, φ)
−(l + 1)
[
(l + q)(l − q)
2l − 1
]1/2
Yq,l−1,m(θ, φ), (A1)
[
(1− x2)e−iφ
] [ 1
(l +m)(l +m− 1)
]1/2
Yq,l−1,m+1(θ, φ) =
1
l
[
(l + q)(l − q)(l −m− 1)(l −m)
(2l+ 1)(2l − 1)(l +m)(l +m− 1)
]1/2
Yq,l,m(θ, φ)
−
q
l(l− 1)
[
l −m− 1
l +m− 1
]
Yq,l−1,m(θ, φ)
−
1
l− 1
[
(l + q − 1)(l − q − 1)
(2l − 3)(2l− 1)
]1/2
Yq,l−2,m(θ, φ), (A2)
[
(1 − x2)eiφ
] [ 1
(l −m+ 1)(l −m)
]1/2
Yq,l,m−1(θ, φ) =
−
q(l+m)
l(l+ 1)
[
1
(l +m)(l −m)
]1/2
Yq,l,m(θ, φ)
−
1
(l + 1)
[
(l +m)(l +m+ 1)(l + q + 1)(l − q + 1)
(2l + 1)(2l+ 3)(l −m+ 1)(l−m)
]1/2
Yq,l+1,m(θ, φ)
+
1
l
[
(l + q)(l − q)
(2l+ 1)(2l − 1)
]1/2
Yq,l−1,m(θ, φ). (A3)
Next we use the orthogonality relation for the monopole
harmonics and specialize in the case q = 12 to get the
respective non-zero matrix elements for the operator
nˆ, used in this work. So, we have set nˆ± = nˆx ± inˆy,
which is defined similarly to Lˆ±, where we have the
following: x = cos θ and nˆz ↔ cos θ, nˆ+ ↔ e
iφ sin θ
(the matrix elements of nˆ− are obtained by com-
plex conjugation): < 12 , l,m|nˆz|
1
2 , l,m >= −
m
l(2l+2) ;
< 12 , l,m|nˆz|
1
2 , l − 1,m >=
1
2l
√
(l −m)(l +m);
< 12 , l,m|nˆ+|
1
2 , l,m− 1 >= −
1
2l(l+1)
√
(l −m+ 1)(l +m);
< 12 , l,m|nˆ+|
1
2 , l−1,m−1 >= −
1
2l
√
(l +m)(l +m− 1);
and < 12 , l,m|nˆ+|
1
2 , l + 1,m − 1 >=
1
2(l+1)
√
(l −m+ 1)(l −m+ 2).
For the sake of completeness, we write down
the matrix elements for the operator Lˆ, valid for
all q, obtained through the ladder-operator and
eigenvalue relations for the monopole harmonics:
< l,m|Lˆ2|l,m >= l(l+ 1), < l,m|Lˆz|l,m >= m, and
< l,m|Lˆ+|l,m− 1 >= [(l +m)(l −m+ 1)]
1/2.
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